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VERY

A short introduction to who we are, and what we do.

PATCHWORK



ELEVATING

AMBITIONS

DRIVEN BY

CREATIVITY

ROOTED IN

COMMUNITIES

WE ARE A NEW KIND OF AGENCY
We are a new kind of agency with a singular focus. 

”We bring brands closer to people.”

With more than 70 people in 3 countries, we specialise in helping brands and 
organizations connecting with people and culture in ways, that show an 
understanding of their true wants, needs and environment.

We do it by unlocking valuable insights about human behaviour, rooted in 
communities – and elevate them to creative experiences, that leaves an 
impression and drives action. All with the ambition to help our clients drive 
growth, by growing their bonds with their audience – small or large, niche or 
mainstream. 





Advertising is fundamentally about changing people’s behaviour. That goes for all kind of advertising; whether it’s 
used for getting people to buy your product over the competition, making them buy your product more frequently, 
making them engage with with it, or even making them endorse it and share it with others.

ADVERTISING

Advertising is fundamentally about changing people’s behaviour.

IS ALL ABOUT BEHAVIOUR



..So if we are to move people to choose a brand, we first have to learn more about their social identity – who they 
are, whom they are influenced by – and why they currently do, as they do. Only then are we truly able to create 
great advertising, that both drives tangible business results and make people tick.

WE ARE

Human behaviour is strongly influenced by social environment, 
norms and habits.

SOCIAL ANIMALS



1.

HUMAN IMPACT
(objective)

What behaviour are we to change 
among our audience to meet our 

objective.

2.

HUMAN INSIGHT
(strategy)

What are the barriers and opportunities 
for changing our audience’s behaviour.

3.

HUMAN TRIGGERS
(creative)

What creative executions are we to 
create to trigger a change in our 

audience’s behaviour.

4.

HUMAN CHANGE
(results)

What behavioural changes have our 
efforts made in relation to our 

objective.

1a.
Communication 

problem

2b.
Room of 

opportunity

3b.
Production and distribution

4b.
Findings and 

learnings
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